Abstract -We demonstrate a novel TN-display compensation film with excellent contrast and minimal color shift, meeting the requirements for avionics displays. The film configuration was identified via extensive computer modeling. The experimental implementation based on ROLIC's LPP/LCP (linearly photopolymerizable polymer/liquid-crystal polymer) technology results in excellent agreement with theoretical predictions.
Introduction
Today's rapidly progressing development of information technology implicates the need of advanced visualization devices which represent the primary interface between man and machine. Hence, a great deal of research and development work is done to improve existing display technologies and to find new solutions. Among these, liquid-crystal displays (LCDs) are becoming increasingly dominant. LCDs offer favorable characteristics in terms of image quality (high luminance, high resolution, color, and gray scale capability), power consumption as well as dimensions and weight. State-of-the-art LCDs are sophisticated and commercial LCDs are widely used, e.g., in automotive and telecommunications instruments as well as in notebook, desktop, and TV monitors. The most common electro-optic effects currently applied by the LCD industry [i.e., twisted nematic (TN) and supertwisted nematic (STN)]; however, still exhibit performance limitations: oblique observation of the display results in a loss of contrast and the occurrence of gray-level instabilities and color shifts. These undesired effects are due to the liquid-crystal cell's intrinsic birefringent nature leading to angular-dependent light transmittance. Various techniques to improve the viewing-angle performance of LCDs have been proposed. The compensation of the residual birefringences by means of supplementarily integrated birefringent thin films represents a preferred solution since it allows the LCD industry to maintain the existent display production lines. In 1995, Fuji Film introduced their wide view film (WVF) which still represents the only commercially available compensation film for TN displays. 1 The WVF consists of a discotic layer on a triacetate cellulose (TAC) substrate. Substantial improvements regarding the angular dependence of the contrast ratio and the gray-level stability are achieved with this WVF in comparison to an uncompensated TN display. However, the rather strong color shifts with Fuji's WVF represent a major drawback. An alternative approach for a TN compensation film is based on hybrid aligned nematic LCP layers. 2 With this type of compensator, the color-shift problem can be considerably improved; however, the contrast performance appears to be inferior to that of the Fuji film.
Another type of compensation film which is based on ROLIC's LPP/LCP technology consists of a double layer of nematic LCP films with crossed optical axes. 3 In comparison to the Fuji film, its performance regarding the viewing angular dependence of the contrast is similar, whereas its color shift is greatly improved.
Since commercial compensation films do not reach the very stringent requirements for avionics applications, the goal of this work was to design a novel type of TN-LCD compensator with improved overall performance based on ROLIC's LPP/LCP technology. Special emphasis was put on an exceptionally broad horizontal angular range with high contrast ratio as well as very low colorimetric shifts.
Simulation and optimization
The simulations were performed with a computer program developed by ROLIC which is based on Berreman's 4 × 4 matrix formalism. 4 It enables the numerical calculation of the angular dependence of the transmission and reflection of light traversing stratified anisotropic media. The program allows for the simulation of all key features that determine the performance of a compensated TN display, i.e., viewing angular dependence of contrast ratio, gray-level stability, and color shift. Furthermore, it includes the possibility to automatically optimize certain parameters of the configuration to achieve specific optical targets. For this purpose, a numerical quantity reflecting the level of performance of the considered setup has to be introduced. This so-called quality function can be optimized utilizing appropriate numerical algorithms. For the optimization of the compensator configuration described in the following, the quality function was defined to include both the desired contrast characteristics and low color shifts.
Since the above-mentioned crossed double-layer configuration 3 possesses advantageous features, it was chosen as a starting point in our optimization process. The azimuthal orientations of the birefringent layers are chosen to be either perpendicular or parallel to the transmission axes of the polarizer and analyzer. In this way the favorable optical performance of the TN-LCD for normally incident light is not deteriorated. In addition, the double LCP layer concept provides for a self-compensation of the individual LCP film retardances for vertically incident light. Therefore, the performance of the compensated display is very insensitive to azimuthal alignment fluctuations of the compensation film which permits higher production tolerances. Moreover, the compensator setup (utilizing the same stack of birefringent elements on the front and rear side of the display) conserves the left-right symmetry of the TN-LCD.
The arrangement of the compensation layers relative to the TN display is depicted in Fig. 1 . Negatively birefringent c-plates (optical axis perpendicular to the film plane) were included in the simulations to take into account the optics of the TAC films of the sheet polarizers as well as the TAC film substrates for the LCP layers. The following parameters were varied during the optimization procedure: the optical retardations of the LCP layers, the tilt-angle profile within the LCP layers, and the orientation of the polarizers relative to the TN directors (e-mode or o-mode).
The first result of our optimization was that o-mode configurations (transmission axes of the polarizers perpendicular to the director orientation at the adjacent side of the TN display) are preferential over the e-mode setup which was utilized in Ref. 3 . Furthermore, we found that the type of tilt profile within the LCP layers has a decisive influence on the performance of the compensated display, particularly on the color shift emerging under oblique viewing angles. We investigated the behavior of the two extreme examples for the tilt gradient: type I tilt profile, which is illustrated in Fig. 2 , denotes an arbitrary tilt at the inner surfaces (facing the TN cell), and no tilt at the outer surfaces (facing the adjacent polarizer). The type II tilt profile (see the illustration in Fig. 3 ) denotes no tilt at the inner surfaces and arbitrary tilt at the outer surfaces. Tilt profiles deviating from these two extreme cases are conceivable, but optically behave intermediately. We found that for both types of tilt profiles an excellent and very similar contrast performance could be achieved. However, a significant difference becomes apparent in the viewing angular color shift. The diagrams in Figs. 2 and 3 depict the dependencies of the CIE 1931 color coordinates on the viewing angle in the horizontal plane for a bright (80% transmission) and a dark (20% transmission) gray level. With the type I tilt profile (Fig. 2) only weak shifts in color coordinates occur for both gray levels. On the other hand, the display using the type II compensation films exhibits an obviously much stronger color shift to yellowish or brownish, particularly for the 20% gray level. The optimized configuration therefore comprises LCP films with the type I tilt profile as indicated in the arrangement sketch of Fig. 1 . Figure 4 shows the calculated conoscopic contrast plot of our novel compensator, whereas Fig. 5 shows the contrast plot calculated for Fuji´s WVF for comparison. The parameters considered in our calculations of the Fuji film were taken from Ref. 5 . An optical retardation of 410 nm was assumed for the TN-LCD. As intended, the use of the novel LPP/LCP compensator results in excellent contrast performance in the horizontal viewing plane. For example, at a polar angle of 70°in the horizontal, a contrast ratio exceeding 150:1 results, whereas the Fuji-compensated display attains a contrast ratio of less than 15:1. The contrast performance in the vertical viewing plane is similar for both types of compensators. For large oblique angles in the diagonals, which are less relevant viewing regions particularly for avionics applications, the Fuji-compensated display sustains a higher contrast ratio than the display equipped with the ROLIC film.
The calculated dependence of the CIE 1931 color coordinates on the polar angle in the horizontal viewing plane is depicted in Fig. 6 . For these calculations, the TN-LCD was assumed to be driven at 2 V which corresponds to a bright gray level of about 80% of maximum transmission. Obviously, the color shifts using the novel compensator are markedly lower than those with the Fuji film.
The computer simulations and optimizations allowed us to gain valuable insight regarding the compensator design and eventually to identify a preferred arrangement with optical properties adapted to the required performance specifications. This optimized compensator configuration results in a remarkable performance improvement over current commercial compensators and accomplishes the stringent requirements of avionics applications.
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Realization of the novel LPP/LCP wide-view film
ROLIC's LPP/LCP technology enables roll-to-roll manufacturing of the above-described compensation film. Through exposure to linearly polarized UV (LPUV) light, an LPP alignment layer is functionalized such that two features of a LCP layer coated on top of the LPP film are accomplished: (i) it generates a homogeneous azimuthal alignment in the polarization plane of the LPUV light and (ii) oblique LPP exposure induces a specific tilt angle of the LCP molecules at the LPP/LCP interface. The tilt angle on the opposing surface depends on the LCP-air interaction and can be adjusted by specifically modifying the LCP material. Thus, the type of tilt-angle profile and the magnitude of the mean tilt angle can be adjusted over a broad range by means of appropriately designed LPP and LCP materials.
The LPP/LCP technology enables the fabrication of solid-state optically anisotropic thin films with arbitrarily adjustable birefringence properties, with a number of favorable features:
᭹ Photo-alignment is contact-free and therefore allows high-yield production and roll-to-roll processing. ᭹ The thickness of a complete optical device comprised of few-micron-thin LPP/LCP layers is essentially determined by the thickness of the substrate. ᭹ Differently functionalized LCP layers can be stacked, rendering redundant lamination processes; glass as well as plastic substrates can be used. ᭹ LPP/LCP materials are highly resistant to intensive light exposure, thermal stress, and humidity. The process step sequence applied to manufacture a photo-aligned anisotropic film is as follows: wet-coating of the LPP layer, drying at elevated temperature, exposure to LPUV light, wet-coating of crosslinkable LC material, drying, and photo-crosslinking. We prepared samples of the novel compensation film both on thin glass and TAC substrates by spin coating.
Characterization of LPP/LCP compensation films
For the characterization of all relevant parameters of our LPP/LCP films, we applied generalized anisotropic ellipsometry. 6 This method allows for the determination of the tilt angle profile, the retardation, as well as the dispersive properties of the LCP films. Moreover, it is not restricted to single layers, but also enables the determination of the properties of stacked birefringent layers, such as those described above.
The performance of the novel compensation film was tested in combination with a TFT-TN display manufactured by Thales Avionics LCD. For the purpose of this characterization, conoscopic contrast as well as color shift measurements were performed. For comparison, the same measurements were done on the same type of TFT display equipped with second-generation Fuji WVF. The results of the contrast characterization depicted in Figs. 7 and 8 confirm the simulations: The novel compensator exhibits a greatly improved viewing-angular contrast behavior compared to the Fuji-compensated display, particularly in the horizontal plane. Figure 9 shows the measured color coordinates in the horizontal viewing plane as a function of polar angle for an 80% gray level. Again, the experimental data reproduces the expectations from our simulations: the Fujicompensated display exhibits a strong yellow color shift, whereas the display with our novel LPP/LCP compensator remains essentially color-neutral.
In addition to the avionics displays from Thales LCD, we laminated samples of the novel compensation film onto a commercial TFT desktop monitor. Figures 10 and 11 show photographs of this monitor. The upper part of the display was kept unmodified and is equipped with the Fuji WVF. Both the polarizers and the Fuji films were removed from the lower part and replaced by the ROLIC compensation films on TAC substrates and standard sheet polarizers. For the photograph taken at a polar angle of 0°(perpendicularly) (Fig. 10) , no difference between the upper and lower parts of the display can be observed. This is of course reasonable since both types of compensators are designed not to influence the TN cell optics for vertically incident light. Figure 11 , which was taken at approximately 60°in the horizontal, however, shows very obvious differences between the differently compensated areas. While the ROLIC-compensated part essentially retains the observable appearance of the test images as seen in Fig. 10 , the Fuji compensator induces apparent image degradation: most obviously the bright gray background is color-shifted to brownish and is reduced in brightness. Both effects also occur for most of the gray levels and also for colors as they become visible from the displayed gray scale and color progressions. Furthermore, a deterioration in gray-scale linearity emerges, which becomes particularly obvious in the jump in transmission between the bright state and the brightest gray level. Figure 11 thus impressively demonstrates the benefits of the LPP/LCP compensator: no shift in coloration, no brightness reduction, and conservation of gray-scale linearity.
Conclusion
By means of computer simulations, a viewing-angle compensation-film configuration for TN-LCDs was designed, meeting the stringent requirements for avionics displays. A configuration with excellent contrast and color-shift performance was found. The subsequent implementation of prototypes of the new compensation film by means of ROLIC's LPP/LCP technology in a TFT TN-LCD totally confirmed our model calculations. The novel ROLIC compensator is superior to currently commercially available WVFs in terms of viewing-angle dependence of contrast and color shift. Despite the fact that the novel compensator was designed to meet the specifications of avionics applications, it also represents an interesting solution for the viewing-angle enhancement of TFT TN displays for desktop monitors and televisions.
